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Reviewer's report:

Overall, objective outlined in the abstract of the manuscript are satisfied, taken into account that most of the reported data refer to ERα as specified in this abstract. Even if ERβ transfections within ER-negative cells may enhance BRK level (Fig. 5 D), one may consider that most observations reported in the manuscript relate to ERα or eventually to an ERα/ERβ ratio favorable to ERα, ERβ presenting an antagonistic activity against the ERα action. The very significant BRK expression in BRCA vs normal mammary tissue supports this primacy of ERα (Suppl. Table 1; normal tissue express mainly ERβ rather than ERα). Hence, ERα rather than ER frequently written in the manuscript would better fit.

On the other hand, studies conducted on breast cancer cell lines clearly show that BRK expression relates to the level of ERα subjected to activation. Tamoxifen known to provoke accumulation of ERα in an inactive form fails to enhance BRK expression. Hence, presence of ERα is required but not sufficient for such an enhancement. Note in this context that the very significant correlation between REα and BRK in breast cancer cell lines (p11; line 1/2) would most probably not similarly hold if the analysis had been restricted to ERα-positive cells. Some ERα-positive cells display indeed relatively low amounts of BRK. (Fig 5 B vs C). Reason for such a property would probably be related to a basal growth condition which may limit BRK expression. Test with E2 stimulated cells would logically validate this view (as well as other ERα activators).

In this context of ERα activation, one may wonder upon a possible contribution of BRK in a rapid phosphorylation of the membrane bound form of ERα required for activations of signal transduction pathways as well as subsequent ERE-dependent and independent transcriptions (see p14). Even if BRK-shRNA fail to affect ERα levels, would such receptors still able to generates such responses. Assessment of this question seems quite easy. It wound not necessary be included within this study but proposed for further investigations.

Other findings of the study were not addressed here: they are sufficiently commented and do not suffer of criticisms.

In brief, this study is original, well conducted and interesting.
Complementary remark: Text p9/fig 3, bottom of the page should be simplified. It looks to be an uncorrectly modified form of a previous manuscript (Fig 3 A/B; Fig 4 not existing)
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